A formal hypergeometric
series of two variables is defined2 as a formal double power series (1) X am"xnyn for whose coefficients the ratios am+i,n/am,n = f(m, n) and am,n+i/an.n = g (m, n) are fixed rational functions of m and ». The most general form of such a series has been a subject of controversy and as far as I know the explicit result is given here for the first time. Appell, Birkeland, Horn, Kampé de Fériet, Mellin, and others have considered series for which the coefficients are gamma products, that is to say they are of the form (2) Tm" = II T(a¡ + «<f» + Vin)/Y(ai) i
where the a¿ are arbitrary (real or complex) constants, and the m¿ and Vi are arbitrary integers which may be positive, zero, or negative. The question arises whether the series considered by Horn and other writers are the most general hypergeometric series of two variables. Clearly, / and g must satisfy the relation
for all m, n -0, 1, 2, • • • , because each of the two sides is equal to am+i,n+i/amn; and conversely, it is easy to show that any pair/, g of rational functions satisfying (3) generates a series (1) for which
Everything, then, turns on the rational solutions of the functional equation (3). Birkeland stated3 that every rational solution of (3) can be de-composed into linear factors, and this would seem to establish essentially (2) as the most general form of coefficients of hypergeometric series of two variables. Now, clearly, Birkeland's statement disregards certain obvious exceptions to his rule. For instance, if amn itself is a fixed rational function of m and n, it may be impossible to factorize f and g into linear factors: amn = m2+n illustrates this case.4 Accordingly, Ore5 noted that Birkeland's theorem is not true in general, and6 gave a detailed analysis of the rational solutions of the functional equation (3). Ore remarks6 (p. 325) that his results should enable one to construct the most general form of a hypergeometric series of two variables, but as far as I know this construction has not been carried out.
In this note I shall use Ore's results to show that apart from a factor ambn, the most general form of amn is the product of a fixed rational function of m and n with a gamma product. Moreover, the most general hypergeometric series of two variables results from the operation of a rational differential operator on a series of the Horn-Birkeland type so that the latter series appear to be essentially the parent series for all hypergeometric series of two variables.
2. With Ore we shall use the symbol Ü*Z¿ h(j) for any integer k to mean Ore's results can be summarized as follows:
* It is quite easy to see at which stage the exceptions slip through the net of Birkeland's analysis. As a preliminary step, he divides (3) by the common factors of f(m, n) and g{m, n) and also by the common factors of f(m, re + 1) and g(m+l, n). These common factors are precisely the ones which need not factorize into linear factors. 
is a solution of (3).
(iii) Apart from factors which depend on m only or on n only, every rational solution of the functional equation (3) is a product of a finite number of factors of the form (4) or (5).
We shall now attempt to analyze the implications of these results; in particular, we shall try to find the corresponding forms of the coefficients amn.
A factor of / which depends on m only is necessarily of the form
where K, a,-, ßj are constants. The corresponding factor of om" is, apart from a constant, K™T\Y(ai + m)/\lY(ßj + m), i i and hence essentially a gamma product. A factor of / which is independent of m is necessarily also independent of n and hence a constant. Similar statements hold for g. Thus, in the solution of the functional equation ( In this manner we obtain a sequence of X/M>| integers, each of which differs from the preceding one by unity, except at the transition from a positive Ai to a negative Ai+i or from a negative Ai to a positive Ai+i when an integer is repeated. Also, the last integer, which is n+a¡+At -1 if At>0, or n + at+At if At<0, differs by unity from the first one, which is n if ¿4i>0, or n -1 if ^4i<0 except when Ai and At have opposite signs, when the first and last integer of the sequence are equal. Hence each integer which appears in the sequence at all appears an even number of times of which one half is associated with a positive Ai and the other half with a negative Ai. Suppose that ß+n is one of the integers of the sequence, that it belongs to a positive Ai when -bi=a and to a negative At when -bi = a'. In f(m, n) we shall then have the factor H(m + a, n + ß)/H(m + a!, n + ß) i95i] HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES OF TWO VARIABLES 377 which will correspond to the factor fl Him + a'+j, n + ß) /=o in amn-(This product like all similar ones is to be interpreted in accordance with the convention set out in §2.) Since (5) satisfies (3), the corresponding factor, a-a'-1 a-a'-I Il Him + a'+j, n + ß+ 1)/ II Him + a'+j, n + ß), i-o ¿=o is bound to be present in g. Dealing in a similar manner with all the factors of/(w, n) and gim, n), it is seen that all contributions to amn which arise out of expressions of the form (5) Thus, (4) contributes only factors to amn which are of the form stated in §1, and we see that the most general form of the coefficients of a hypergeometric series of two variables is (6) amn = hmknR(m, n)ymn where h, k are constants, R is a rational function of m and n, and 7m" is a gamma product.
Let 8=xd/dx
and 8'=yd/dy be the operators of differentiation with respect to log x and log y. Now, 8(xmyn) = mxmyn, h'(xmyn) = nxmyn and hence
showing that any (formal) hypergeometric series of two variables is the result of operating (formally) on a hypergeometric series of the Horn-Birkeland type with a rational differential operator with constant coefficients. This result is important in that it enables one to reduce the study of all hypergeometric series of two variables essentially to the series of the Horn-Birkeland type. A further reduction, to a yet smaller number of series, is possible and has been carried out for series of order two.7
If a hypergeometric series is convergent for certain nonvanishing x and y, it defines a hypergeometric function. Our last result suggests that the presence of the factor Rim, n) is without influence on the fact, or domain, of convergence. This can be seen directly as follows: r, s are said to be associated radii of convergence of (1) if (7) lim sup { | aw| rmsn}inm+n) = 1 as m, «->oo. Now, for every rational function R, lim sup | R(m, n) |w(»n-n) = lf and hence (7) 
